ACROSS
1) Enjoy a hot tub?
6) More than angry
11) Part of a semi
14) Lateral to the keel
15) Acid type
16) Musketeer motto word
17) They work with your dough
19) Slugger Gehrig
20) Much baby talk
21) Irene in a Sherlock Holmes tale
23) Leaves no doubt about
27) Spawn, as offspring
29) They may be pulled up
30) To an extent
33) Makes even
34) Legendary Bette
35) Bird of the Outback
36) Diana with the voice
37) It may precede "four"
38) Small brown singer
39) Abbr. on a rap sheet
40) Tasty
41) Weeper of myth
42) Envoy's assignment
44) Single in a wallet
45) Main or blessed thing
46) Chow
47) Food processor setting
49) Underling
50) She married a rock star
51) Slatted furniture item
58) Final amt.
59) Tomato plant swelling
60) Osprey's abode
61) Costa del _

DOWN
1) You might stand a round here
2) Human blood classification system
3) __Aviv
4) Holbrook of Hollywood
5) Defectors
6) Nigerian metropolis
7) Rascally tots
8) Dinner hour for Caesar?
9) Business with staying power?
10) Amounts to take
11) Do a homeroom chore
12) Burn-soothing plant
13) Hazy vision
18) Contrary-minded answers
22) Early moisture
23) From the stars
24) Swimmer's choice
25) Pastry sold at pizzerias
26) Hilo instruments
27) Ox, sheep or goat
28) Give off or send forth
30) Fabric for a bride
31) Single-celled critters (Var.)
32) Specialists with forks
34) Bus stop
37) Prerequisite for gain?
38) NBA great Chamberlain
40) Three-card monte shill
41) Reporter's item
42) Envoy's assignment
44) Queen who founded Carthage
46) Like some statistics or organs
47) Fishing traps
48) Golden Rule word
49) Mrs. Alfred Hitchcock
52) Tribute with stanzas
53) Tripod part
54) Just-passing grade
55) Make a misplay
56) Bro, to Sis
57) Good thing to sing in
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